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### MöVI M15
- MöVI Pro
- Adjustable Top Plate for MöVI, K2.002481
- Stabilizer Adapter Mount SAM-5, K2.0024672

### ARRI TRINITY Gen.1/2
- ARRI MAXIMA
- ARRI ARTEMIS 2
- Stabilizer Adapter Mount SAM-6, K2.0024508
- Stabilizer Adapter Mount SAM-6 450mm/18in, K2.0024545
- Stabilizer Adapter Mount SAM-Zero, K2.004201

### ARRI artemis 1
- GPI PRO Stabilizers
- Stabilizer Adapter Mount SAM-7, K2.0024511

### Tiffen Steadicam
- M1, M2, Volt
- Stabilizer Adapter Mount SAM-8, K2.004479

### ARRI SRH-360
- ARRI SRH-3
- Stabilizer Adapter Mount SAM-6 450mm/18in, K2.0039405
- Stabilizer System Bracket SSB-2 19mm, K2.0038537
- Stabilizer System Bracket SSB-2 15mm, K2.0038618

### Dji Ronin 2
- Adjustable Top Plate for ARRI SRH-3
- Stabilizer Adapter Mount SAM-9, K2.004189

**Notes:**
- SAM-7 and SAM-8 have the same dovetail size. The SAM-8 is longer and features bottom safety stops optimized for Tiffen Steadicam units.
- The SAM-6 450mm/18in fits the ARRI TRINITY 1/2, MAXIMA and Artemis 2 stabilizers, however the 450mm plate is designed to support longer camera builds on SRH-3/360 and may compromise movements on body held stabilizers.
- The long SAM-6 (450mm) supports long zooms, e.g. Signature Zoom 65-300mm, on the ARRI SRH heads.